
 

RE Curriculum 

 

Purpose of study 

The RE curriculum is designed to ensure all students are religiously literate and have the cultural capital to access 

conversations, literature and current affairs that mention religions. 

RE at Oasis Silvertown gives students a space to develop and explore their own beliefs and identity as they are presented 

with challenging questions about life, the self, God and morality. It also develops students' ability to express and defend 

their own beliefs, whilst wholeheartedly respecting the views of others, at our school and in life beyond the school 

community.  

 

We value character, competence and community in our curriculum, and seek opportunities to meaningfully demonstrate 

these virtues through a knowledge rich, diverse and inclusive curriculum.   

 

Character 

The OAS RE curriculum develops tolerance and champions diversity, celebrating all that different religions and viewpoints 

bring to our world.  It contributes to the personal development of pupils by enabling them to explore ultimate questions 

of purpose, meaning and human behaviour. It is a space to discuss moral dilemmas, and question where their own morals 

come from, and compare this to other people’s morality and ethical systems.  

 



 

 

 

Competence 

The OAS RE curriculum will enable students to explain key religious beliefs and practices that appear in our society and the 

wider world. The curriculum will equip students with the ability to critically examine a variety of views on ultimate 

questions, morality and human behaviour. It will also develop in students the confidence and skills to debate these topics. 

 

Community  

The OAS RE curriculum provides students with an understanding of the role community plays in people’s lives, and a 

chance to question their own position in various communities and as a global citizen. It also gives students a sense of the 

role that belief and practice play in shaping communities; how belief can unite communities, but also study how belief has 

created discord in communities, and the ways in which community cohesion can be developed. 

 

Core concepts and principles of progression 
 

We know that the RE domain is huge and expansive and we cannot teach it all.  We want to give pupils access to a 
curriculum that provides strong knowledge and understanding of Christianity and a variety of other world religions and 
non-faith belief systems. We want to teach representations of religious and non-religious traditions that are as accurate as 
possible, and honour the complexity of religious belief, practice and identity. We want students to see links between 
religions in terms of their key concepts and practices, but also to provide depth of understanding of these religions, so as 
to not lose their individual beliefs and practices. The OAS RE Curriculum therefore includes some thematic units allowing 



 

these links to be made, but also includes units on discrete religions, so that the complexity within a religion can be 
observed.  

 

The Oasis RE Curriculum is carefully planned so that knowledge and understanding of major world religions and of key 
ethical, philosophical and theological concepts are developed overtime.   

 

Core Concepts for the OAS RE Curriculum fall into three broad categories: 

 

Substantive knowledge and understanding of religious belief and practice.   

The OAS RE curriculum equips students with knowledge of religious stories, concepts and terminology. It provides them 
with diverse examples of how these concepts have been lived out in practice.  

 

Ways of knowing  

Students have the opportunity to consider where knowledge about religion comes from. They can compare the beliefs 
presented in holy books with interviews and surveys of religious people. They have a chance to see the role interpretation 
plays in dealing with scripture. They can consider the role historical knowledge can play in understanding a religion. 

 

Personal knowledge and critical thinking 

Students will develop an awareness of their own beliefs and values. This can be developed alongside their ability to argue 
their own opinion using logical reasoning and evidence, while evaluating other’s viewpoints.  

 



 

Aims 

The Oasis Academy Silvertown curriculum for RE aims to ensure students can:  
 

• Explain substantive information about religions, including their key beliefs and practices and relate this to their lives 
and our society 

• Analyse how beliefs and practices will effect believers in the modern world 

• Compare religions 

• Understand that there is division within religions and explain why people within a religion disagree with each other 

• Understand how religious scripture can be interpreted to justify a variety of beliefs and practices 

• Question where information about a religion has come from and decide what conclusions can therefore be drawn 

from it 

• Argue their own opinion on religious and ethical issues using logical reasoning, evidence and reference to religious 

scripture 

• Argue a view that is not their own on religious and ethical issues using logical reasoning, evidence and reference to 

religious scripture 

• Evaluate arguments on religious and ethical 

• Take part in debates: sharing their own opinions and beliefs confidently and listening and responding to others’ 
views 

• Apply their understanding of religion outside of the classroom to the people they meet and be able to apply it 
critically to the information they are presented with 

• Visit places of worship 
 



 

 

RE Long Term Plan 

Year 7: what is a religion and why are people religious? 
In year 7, we begin by assessing the knowledge students are coming from Primary School with and ensuring they have a basic but solid understanding of 6 

world religions and their key beliefs. This then allows them to explore the question of what a religion is, and compare these religions with other world 

views. A case study on Christmas allows students to see how a religious belief can be practiced differently around the world and to consider the different 

ways people can be religious and participate in religion. The rest of the year then focuses on answering the question of why people are religious, by 

considering the different things religions provide people and the different ways in which people are religious. 
Aut 1: 

Introduction to 
studying world 

religions 

Aut 2: 
Introduction to 
studying world 

religions 

Spr 1: Arguments 
for and against 
God’s existence 

Spr 2: Religious 
communities 

Sum 1: Rites of 
Passage 

Sum 2: Rites of 
Passage 

1. What are 6 Major 
World Religions? 
2. Abrahamic 
Religions 
3. Eastern Religions 
4. Religion in the 
World 
5. Atheism and 
humanism 
 

1. My beliefs 
2. The Christmas 
Story 
3. Christmas in 
London 
4. Christmas around 
the world 

 

1. Design argument 
2. Evil 
3. Miracles and 
prayers 
4. Unanswered 
prayers 

 

1. Christian worship 
2. Diwali 
3. The Langar Meal 
4. Hajj 

 

1. Sikh Birth 
2. Jewish Bar 

Mitzvah 
3. Christian 

Wedding 

 

1. Jewish 
funeral 

2. Hindu funeral 

 



 

 

Year 8: why is there diversity within religions? 

In year 8, we provide more depth of understanding of the Abrahamic religions. We explore some of their key theological and religious concepts. We 

consider some of the diversity within the religions, considering how interpretation of religious texts, geography and culture, and community play a part in 

this. We also consider the role historical knowledge plays, questioning what a variety of people say they can know about Jesus. 

 
Aut 1: The Origins 

of Judaism 
Aut 2: Judaism in 

the Modern 
World 

Spr 1: Who was 
Jesus? 

Spr 2: Who was 
Jesus? 

Sum 1: Islam 
Authority  

Sum 2: Islam in 
the Modern 

World 
1. Creation Stories 
2. The Fall 
3. Abraham 
4. Moses 
5. The 10 
commandments 
 

1. Judaism at Home 
2. Shabbat 
3. Food Laws  
4. Women and the 
Synagogue 

 

1. The Birth Stories 
2. Attitudes to the 
Bible 
3. Historical Jesus 
4. Holy Week 

 

1. The trial 
2. Death 
3. Resurrection 

 

1. The 5 pillars 
2. Allah 
3. Muhammad 

 

3. Women in 
Islam 

4. Islamic Art 

 

 

 



 

Year 9: The Eastern Religions, Philosophy and Ethics: how does 

religion help people answer ultimate questions? 
In year 9, we consider some ultimate questions concerning God, suffering and the afterlife and consider the answers Eastern religions have provided to 

these, contrasting these in some places to those that the Abrahamic religions have provided. We then move on to the study of ethics, considering religious, 

non-religious and philosophical ethical systems and theories and applying these to some of the issues facing us as citizens of the modern world. 

 
Aut 1: Hinduism Aut 2: Sikhism 

and Buddhism 
Spr 1: Intro to 

Ethics 
Spr 2: Ethical 

issues in life and 
death 

Sum 1: The ethics 
of conflict  

Sum 2: The ethics 
of conflict 

1. Hindu concept of 
God 
2. Worship of gods 
and goddesses 
3. Reincarnation 
4. Karma 
5. Gandhi 
 

1. Guru Nanak 
2. Sikh God 
3. Buddha  
4. the 4 Noble Truths 

 

1. Ethical dilemmas 
2. Absolutism 
3. Relativism 
4. Christian ethics 
5. Hindu ethics 

 

1. Issues in abortion 
2. Religion and 
abortion 
3. Issues in 
euthanasia 
4. Religion and 
euthanasia 

 

1. The reasons 
for war  

2. Just War and 
Holy War 

3. Pacifism 

 

4. Terrorism 
5. Nuclear 

Weapons 

 

 

 



 

Year 10 and 11: AQA Religious Studies 
In year 10 and 11, Students can choose to take Religious Studies as an option at GCSE. The GCSE offers students to look at 2 religions in depth: Christianity 

and Hinduism, and study their diverse beliefs and practices. It also allows students to study a wide range of ethical issues from religious and non-religious 

standpoints. 

Year 10 
Aut 1: Christian 

Beliefs 
Aut 2: Christian 

Practices 
Spr 1: Hindu 

Beliefs 
Spr 2: Hindu 

Practices 
Sum 1: Religion 

and Life  
Sum 2: Peace and 

Conflict 
1. God 
2. Creation  
3. The afterlife 
4. Jesus 
 

1. Prayer and 
worship 
2. Sacraments 
3. Festivals 
4. Charitable works 

 

1. Brahman 
2. Cosmology 
3. The afterlife 
4. Dharma 

 

1. Worship 
2. Festivals  
3. Yoga 
4. Charitable works 

 

1. Origins of the 
world and life 

2. Animal rights 
3. Abortion 
4. Euthanasia 

 

1. Just and Holy 
War 

2. Pacifism 
3. Protest and 

terrorism 
4. Nuclear 

weapons 
5. Responses to 

war 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Year 11 
Aut 1: 

Relationships and 
Families 

Aut 2: Social 
Justice 

Spr 1: Poverty Spr 2: Religious 
beliefs  

Sum 1: Religious 
practices  

1. Types of family 
2. Marriage and 
divorce 
3. Gender 
 

1. Human rights 
2. Racism 
3. Positive 
discrimination 

 

1. Wealth 
2. causes of poverty 
3. Charitable works 

 

1. Christianity 
2. Hinduism 

 

1. Christianity 
2. Hinduism 

 

 

Key 

Unit where computing will be taught 

Topic where careers will be mentioned  

 


